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CEPI 2021 Vaccine Manufacturing survey terms
Background
• CEPI, launched a new survey to map the landscape of vaccine manufacturing capacity and capability in Africa,
SE Asia /W Pacific, Latin America & the Caribbean, and the Middle East
• Vaccine and Pharmaceutical manufacturers (including veterinary institutes), Government agencies, NGOs and
research institutes responded to the survey

• Data will be used to understand manufacturing gaps and instigate developing a roadmap to improve epidemic /
pandemic vaccine preparedness and response capacity and capability in each region
• Regional technical workshops will help lead into further meetings and workshops to deliver the regional
roadmaps through strategic policy, financial investment, political and government commitment
• The following data analysis represents a snapshot in time and may have changed since the data was collected
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CEPI 2021 Vaccine Manufacturing survey terms
Data Control

All provided data are utilized for internal purposes and processes by CEPI. If data are to be shared without
prior consent it will be anonymized and aggregated to avoid identification of any contributors
If data is to be shared revealing the contributing organizations/s, then consent will be sought from them before
doing so

Matchmaking Participation
Respondents were asked for their consent to "Accept and Participate in Matchmaking" by which they agree
to allow the use of their data and information (by CEPI) for matching organizational capabilities with potential
manufacturing projects or needs including introducing to those with potential needs
By doing so, the Respondent acknowledges that this is not a guarantee of work or projects and cannot be
construed as a contract request, agreement, investment opportunity or intent
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Map 2021 vaccine manufacturing landscape*
• 29Mar-18Jun’21: request for information - Africa, SE Asia, Latin America, Middle East

• Determine vaccine manufacturing site capacity and capability per region whether:
➢ Requiring development to improve epidemic/pandemic preparedness and response options
➢ Countries aspiring to establish manufacturing capacity/capability currently absent or limited

Core Capabilities

Platform Technology

Site Capacity

Pathogen

•

Research & Development

• Nucleic: DNA, mRNA

• Formulated vaccines

• All per site

•

Drug Substance / Product

• Vial, syringe, container

•

Formulation & Filling

• Viral: live / vector, inactivated /
killed

•

Packaging & Labelling

•

Storage & Distribution

• Lipid nanoparticle
• Protein: recombinant, subunit,
conjugate

• Vaccine lyophilization
• Cold chain: ≥-20oC &/or ≤-60oC
• Warehousing, quarantine
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*CEPI RFI’21: https://cepi.net/news_cepi/survey-launched-by-cepi-to-track-multinational-vaccine-manufacturing-capacity-for-use-in-future-epidemics-and-pandemics/

Flow chart of respondent data sets
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Aggregated data categorization criteria
Category / criteria
Spectrum of core capabilities
Unknown
R&D only
DS or DP only
R&D and DS or DP
End to end capability
Organization dose capacity
Unknown
Small < 50M doses/year
Medium-large >50M doses/year
Years of experience
Unknown/blank
Less than 5 yrs
More than 5 yrs
No. of vaccines supported
None/unknown
1 vaccine
2-3 vaccines
More than 3 vaccines
Local Gov. support e.g. funding, advisory etc
No/unknown
Yes

Category / criteria
Existing international collaborations
No/unknown
Yes
Regulatory status
None/unknown
National approval track record
Approval track record from multiple countries,
EMA, FDA, WHO PQ
Profitable vs reliant on Gov/NGO funding
No/unknown
Yes
Veterinary vaccine manufacturer
No/unknown
Yes
Capability per technology
None/unknown
One technology only
More than 1 technology
International support

Aspirational Plans

No/unknown
Yes
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Wide range of respondents across Africa, SE Asia/W
Pacific, LatAm & Caribbean, and the Middle East

Key take-aways
- In total, there are 96 survey respondents across all regions
- Vaccine and pharma manufacturers, research and veterinary institutes, government agencies participated to the survey
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Disclaimer: There may be relevant organizations in other countries; this map reflects information submitted through the survey

Respondents are willing to utilize their capabilities to
suport addressing pandemic vaccine prepardeness &/or
responses in the future
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Vaccine manufacturing capacity predominates in South
East Asia/Western Pacific*
➢ Organization size/overall
capacity:
-

Across regions there are 18 (18.7%)
respondents with small
manufacturing capacity, whereas 31
(32.3%) have medium-large scale
capacity

-

About 50% respondents from Africa
and LatAm & CB provided limited
information on their manufacturing
capacity

-

> 70% respondents from SE Asia/W
Pacific have medium-large
manufacturing capacity
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*current maximum production capacity - approximate doses planned in 2021

Larger manufacturers typically supply more vaccines

Key take-aways
- Majority of the medium-large scale manufacturers supports more than one vaccine
- Respondents producing veterinary vaccines are also included in this analysis (3 in Africa and
4 in LatAm)
* multivalent vaccines e.g. DTwP-HepB-Hib are counted as 1 vaccine
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Vaccine manufacturing capabilities vary across regions

Key take-aways
- SE Asia/W Pacific with most of end to end capability
- Vaccine manufacturing in Africa, Middle East and Latin America is focused on DP and fill / finish
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National regulatory track records predominate*

Key take-aways
- Majority of respondents have regulatory track record from national regulatory authorities
- Africa, LatAm and M East have fewer manufacturers with multiple countries, regions or WHO regulatory track
record
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*up-to-date (<3 years) inspection or pre-qualification records following a successful GMP certified audit by an international &/or national regulatory

Wide manufacturing capability linked to highest number
of vaccines

Key take-aways
- Most of respondents with end-to-end capability supports manufacturing of multiple products
- Veterinary Institutes participating to the survey are included (3 in Africa and 4 in Latin America)
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Protein and viral vaccines predominate, limited mRNA
across regions

Key take-aways
- Technology capabilities focus on viral live attenuated or vector; recombinant, subunit, conjugate
or toxoid; inactivated vaccines
- Experience with mRNA technology is currently limited across all regions
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Aspirational plans focus on delivery through to 2025
Most survey respondent aspirational plans focus on:

• Expanding existing human vaccine manufacturing DS/DP &/or fill-finish capacity
• Create vaccine manufacturing capacity at existing pharma companies (or veterinary institutes)
to support local demand

• Build new capacity (multi-product facility) in countries where there is currently no human vaccine
manufacturing capacity/capability
• Diversify technical capability predominantly to transfer in DNA / mRNA &/or viral vaccine
platforms
• Aspirational plans often linked with international consortia including organizations from HICs
o Investment often identified and supported by private investors
o Government endorsement / coordination often critical
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